Services for
financial
institutions

TECHNICAL
>> PROJECT ASSESSMENT
AND TRAINING
SPECIALISED GUIDANCE FOR BANKS IN ASSESSING RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECTS
UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR FINANCING

Renewable energy project finance is a growing sector
worldwide. In order to help you assess the credit quality
of these loans, GCPF offers technical assistance to
its partner banks by providing specialised advice
and training in assessing a renewable energy project.
This includes on-the-job training during an on-site
assessment to evaluate all technical, environmental,
institutional, socio-economic and financial aspects of
the project. Furthermore, a consultant will conduct a
two-day training programme for your project finance
department and provide checklists, manuals and
guidelines. All training is designed to be pragmatic and
deepen your project finance department’s knowledge
of a particular renewable energy technology (e.g. solar,
wind or energy efficient buildings). This knowledge
base is the key to tapping a fast-paced green energy
market and developing a successful portfolio of projects.
AS A RESULT, THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS’
PROJECT FINANCE TEAMS WILL:
––be equipped to guide technical assessments for future
assignments in line with international best practices
and experience;
––gain in-depth knowledge on how to evaluate a
project’s energy yield projections;
––understand the critical aspects of a technical assessment related to the particular technology;
––acquire guidance tools to manage and engage independent technical experts for future assignments.

managed by responsAbility

BENEFITS FOR YOUR BANK
––Receive project-specific advice and training
from a consultant of international standing
and with local experience;
––Become well-informed to make investment
decisions on a technology that your bank
has not previously financed;
––Acquire in-house expertise on how to evaluate renewable energy projects;
––Tap new renewable energy potential in your
market.

CONDITIONS FOR SUPPORT
Your bank:

About the GCPF Technical Assistance Facility:

––has entered into a partnership with GCPF;

The Global Climate Partnership Fund (GCPF)
uses public funding to leverage private
capital in order to mitigate climate change
and drive sustainable growth by providing
financing for energy efficiency (EE) and
renewable energy (RE) markets in developing and emerging markets. It is managed by
responsAbility Investments AG, a leading
asset manager in the area of development
investments.

––has a project energy finance team that can benefit from such
technical training;
––deals with renewable energy projects that are eligible for
financing by GCPF;
––is eager to finance a particular technology, but lacks sufficient
experience to assess such a project;
––will accept, and is willing to provide, relevant information and
feedback within the context of the assessment;
––will cover all costs related to local transportation for the consultant/trainer and provide support in obtaining a visa, etc.

TECHNICAL PROJECT ASSESSMENT AND
TRAINING PROCESS

1
Your banks Management submit
request for “Technical project assessment and training to GCPF”

2
Bank signs agreement on the
conditions for participation

The GCPF’s Technical Assistance Facility
(TA Facility) is a separately established,
donor-financed association managed by
responsAbility Investments AG. The TA
Facility operates independently from the
fund. It is sponsored by the German Federal
Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety and
the United Kingdom’s Secretary of State
for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy.
The GCPF TA Facility was established to
assist the Fund’s partner institutions in overcoming challenges and scaling the impact
of their green lending operations. The TA
Facility aims to strengthen the capacity and
know-how of partner institutions to help
them realise the EE / RE market potential and
position themselves as leading banks for
green lending in their markets. To this end, it
offers them access to qualified and specialist
consultancy services from international and
local experts.

CONTACT
technical_assistance@gcpf.lu

3
GCPF mandates consultant to
perform technical project assessment
and training

4
Consultant implements advice and
training as agreed with your bank

5
Conduct evaluation of collaboration
and investment

Legal disclaimer
This information material was produced by responsAbility Investments AG
and / or its affiliates with the greatest of care and to the best of its knowledge
and belief. However, responsAbility Investments AG provides no guarantee
with regard to its content and completeness and does not accept any liability
for losses which might arise from making use of this information. The opinions
expressed in this information material are those of responsAbility Investments
AG at the time of writing and are subject to change at any time without notice.
This information material is provided for information purposes only and is for
the exclusive use of the recipient. It does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell financial instruments or services and does not release
the recipient from exercising hisher own judgment. This information material
may not be reproduced either in part or in full without the written permission
of responsAbility.
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